
Nouns Pronouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs Conjunctions Prepositions Interjections/FillersTotal Words
school (8) I (95) is (46) fine Just and (28) of (11) uh (12)
English (3) it (51) going (11) the (26) probably (2) so (23) after eh
hour (2) that (24) was (19) an (3) up (7) if (6) out of well (2)
math me (8) finishing three (3) now (4) but (22) in (23) yeah (12)
science (2) we (19) did (8) new (4) today or (4) on (11) um (14)
days (3) anything (3) will (4) two (2) then (5) because (4) for (9) no (7)
week (6) they (10) finish little (3) little (2) while over oh (5)
Thursday (2) she (8) have (11) confusing already (2) that (3) as to dang
Friday (3) something (4) to do (6) attendance kinda as if into (4) like (9)
check them am (29) couple (2) hard with (2) sorry
problems one (3) keep not (40) well from (3) here
future this (2) forgetting back (4) really (4) across
pandemic there (7) should (3) hard pretty against
pumpkins he (12) do (17) necessary both (2) at (4)
Saturday (2) us to cause my (5) apparently (4) to (4)
guts him (3) start virtual (3) down like
table those doing (8) notable currently (4) about (3)
The Witches all (4) would (6) last (2) out (3) as
Mom (4) what (5) prefer fun (2) away
people (3) anywhere were (4) pumpkin (2) never (2)
ending (3) which (3) be (4) over soon
movie (2) you (13) understand (2) kitchen full
book (2) where (4) has (2) happy (2) always (2)
time when (3) been sure (6) especially
downstairs guess (3) time right (2)
graphics  carved PG (4) earlier 
parts (2) got (4) inappropriate yesterday 
mice mean five here 
year watched old what
child confused scarred correctly
life turn (2) one (4) recently (2)
heck think (3) her (3) heavily
scene know (9) disney normally
hands based this about 
vent (2) spent spirit enough
fan watching (2) wacky-tacky too (2)
sweatshirt are (13) spooky same
villains breaking excited cinamon
day (3) extending (2) whipped all
years to catch sunday how (8)
costumes get (2) greatest like (4)
lab caught court of thrones and roseswhy (4)
ice cream chopped any every
cream to outgrow his (2) where
things (4) dress phone somewhere
paper having home ago
habit make band tomorrow
degree work seventh
series (2) said (2) nine
court of wings and ruin wanted some (2)
break to bring our (2)



February sitting group
phone fidgeting fatter
dad (3) to tell favorite
number ripping bad
weeks (2) annoys annoying
band (2) reading (2) twenty
teacher thought (2) muddy
assignment coming (2) cold
assignments to ask quiet
mood taken recent
tone does (2) far
review to email good (3)
sisters talked political
twins tried (2) lazy (2)
clarinet calling shortbread (3)
saxophone give chocolate chip
Jaylen could (4) brownie
New Tech call sorry
picture love (3) behind
chat turned nice
Bowser mentioned a
cat (2) to get (3)
affection need (3)
middle to submit
dead learning (2)
night works
Ginny take (2)
clock seem
change getting
alarm trying (3)
Joe (2) to sleep (2)
world to pee
point feel
subjects to move
line (3) hurts
poem raining
costume set (2)
house to reset
cookies (4) changed
rolls wakes
brownies ruled
mix debating
pancakes to figure
blanket push
job talk
pound read (2)

4:00 AM want (3)
5 wants

5:00 AM to read (2)
class find (3)
thing debated

decided



discovered
making
dissapointed
knowing
had (3)
planned
to make (2)
to work
to be
like (2)
let
made (3)
starting
to have (2)
send
join
walks
lay
can (3)
submit

Calculations: Nouns Pronouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs Conjunctions Prepositions Interjection/FillersTotal Words
# of unique words 102 24 123 72 47 9 18 12 407
total # words 153 285 352 211 106 92 84 65 1348
Frequency of... 11.35% 21.14% 26.11% 15.65% 7.86% 6.82% 6.23% 4.82% Type Token Ratio: .30

Analysis: 

This speaker uses 11.35% nouns. Since most people over 4 years old use nearly 20% nouns, and this speaker uses 20.53% pronouns, we can assume that they rely primarily on pronouns in informal speech/

This speaker uses 26.11% verbs. Since most people over 4 years old have a range between 20-33%, this speaker's verb usage falls within the expected range.

This speaker's TTR is .30, which is very low compared to the maximum possible value of 1, we can assume that this speaker tends to rely on using the same words over and over. 


